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Synopsis

Latest Update May 2016 - This User Guide Explains All Of The Latest Features. This user guide has been created with the pure intention of helping you get the absolute best out of your Tap. Updated just in time for May 2016, this guide is the freshest on the market. Tap is not just a piece of hardware, it is not just the cylindrical product it appears to be. It is a revolutionary facilitator of your dream lifestyle, and the great news is that it just keeps on improving with every update! Tap takes the Intelligent Personal Assistant market from binary to human. The times of receiving unconvincing, often unhelpful and completely robotic responses from our devices is over and Tap is here to lead the way. Aside from covering the basics in detail, from unpacking to set-up to synchronization with your home devices, this user guide will cover the full range of features on offer with your Echo. Changing your wake word, understanding and using your Dialog History, controlling parts of your home with your voice, how to use the Tap app, how to get Echo to give you information, from live sports scores to the weather in Dubai! How to stream music through Tap's impressive speakers, how to shop with your voice, why you will never need an alarm clock again, how to handle the Kitchen with Tap's help, travel and traffic information specific to your journey or commute, how to manage your shopping and to-do list, how to enjoy Audible's wide range of audio books with your Tap, getting the latest news, some funny little Easter eggs that are built into the device! And plenty more! Tap is changing people's lives all over the world and this guide will help you change your own. If you are deciding whether to purchase the device, have a read through my guide and I'm certain by the time you are finished, there will be only one option in your mind!
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Customer Reviews
Quick & Dirty Highlights

Tap is a new device built on the principles of 's Echo, but smaller, less expensive and infinitely more mobile. Its popularity has led to the publication of several fine guides:

- Tap User Guide: Newbie to Expert in One Hour
- Tap for Beginners: More Than Just
- Tap User Guide May 2016

Each of the three books are advantageous and easy to read brief booklets. I've read each and recommend either of the three, without prejudice. If I prefer one of the three, however, it is this one, because it is offered currently as a free download.

Length: Print, 72 pages.
Target Audience/Genre: People wanting to make quick use of their Tap.

Q - How was this book obtained?
A - Bought on .
Q - Is this a book that I can read without having to read others first?
A â€“ Yes.
Q - Are there a lot of typos/misspellings, grammatical errors or other editing failures?
A â€“ there is an occasional missing word, but no glaring typos.
Q - Is this a fast, easy read or is it more of a leisure read?
A â€“ Fast, easy read.
Q - What sort of language does this writer use to amplify the points made?
A â€“ Lain English with no profanities.
Q - What age group is this suitable for?
A - All ages, Young Adult and older.
Q - My biggest pleasure or disappointment?
A - the straight forward discussion.

I've included a small excerpt below, so readers can peruse the style of presentation utilized by the author.

**EXCERPT**

Preparing the Settings

The settings on the Alexa app are critical to making the Tap work.
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